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Abstract — PUBG (PlayerUnknown’s 
Battlegrounds) is a video game that has become 
popular in the past year. This paper aims to 
predict the placement of PUBG players during 
the match by detecting the influential features 
set that can impact the outcome of the PUBG 
game and build the best prediction model using 
a machine learning approach. In this study, 
the dataset is taken from Kaggle, which has 29 
attributes that are categorized into one label 
(winPlacePerc). The training set has divided 
into five sets with each set has 6000 instances. 
The decision tree regression model was 
applied to find the optimum prediction. Other 
regression models such as Linear Regression 
and Support Vector Machine are also utilized to 
compare with the decision tree model’s result. 
Based on the result analysis, the walkDistance 
feature was deemed as the most significant 
factor influencing the results of a PUBG 
game. Furthermore, there are other common 
features obtained from the five datasets that 
represent the crucial factors which are boosts, 
DBNOs, killPlace, kills, rideDistance and 
matchDuration. From the three regression 
models, the Support Vector Machine model 
built on the significant features has the best 
performance in terms of RMSE value while the 
Decision Tree Regression model has the fastest 
prediction speed among these regression 
models.
Keywords—Machine learning; regression model; 
decision tree, support vector machine, PUBG
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds or more known as PUBG is a famous online 
multiplayer battle royal game, which is one 
of the creations of Brendan Greene [1]. The 
concept of this survival shooting game was 
formulated from previous mods he made 
for the ARMA game, which is a video game 
series of first-person tactical military shooters 
motivated by the Japanese film called Battle 
Royale [2]. This battleground game is played 
by up to one hundred players, where they can 
choose to play solo, duo, or with a small team of 
up to four people. They can also choose to play 
either from the first-person perspective (FPP) or 
third-person perspective (TPP), each having its 
advantages and disadvantages in combat and 
situational awareness. Players need to survive 
by killing other players of different teams until 
they become the last man standing and wins the 
match [3]. A full round averagely takes less than 
30 minutes with each match starts with players 
parachuting from a plane onto any ground 
areas of the map. Once they landed, players 
need to search for weapons, armour, and other 
equipment in any buildings, ghost towns 
and other sites that have been procedurally 
distributed throughout the map. Figure 1 below 
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shows the PUBG gameplay after the player has 
landed on the ground.
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having its advantages and disadvantages in combat and 
situational awareness. Players need to survive by  
killing other players of different teams until they become the 
last man standing and wins the match [3]. A full round 
averagely takes less than 30 minutes with each match starts with 
players parachuting from a plane onto any ground areas of the 
map. Once they landed, players need to search for weapons, 
armour, and other equipment in any buildings, ghost towns and 
other sites that have been procedurally distributed throughout 
the map. Figure 1 below shows the PUBG gameplay after the 
player has lan ed on the ground. 
 
 
Fig. 1. PUBG Gameplay 
 
Esports, also known as electronic sports is a type of 
organized sports competition format of video games [4]. 
Esports is particularly participated by professional players, 
individually or as teams with the champion prize as their goal. 
The most common video games genres in esports are 
multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA), first-person shooter 
(FPS), fighting, card games, battle royals, and real-time strategy 
(RTS) [5]. Esports tournaments had always been between 
amateurs. However, in the late 2000s, its popularity surges 
when there is increasing in participation by professional gamers 
and spectatorship through live streaming [6]. In 2018, 
tournaments of esports games reached 380 million audiences, 
mostly made up of esports enthusiasts as reported in [7]. The 
report also stated that PUBG as the newly developed game 
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Fig. 1. PUBG Gameplay
 Esports, also known as electronic sports is 
a type of organized sports competition format 
of video ga es [4]. Esports is particularly 
participated by professional players, 
individually or s teams with the champion 
prize as their goal. Th  most common video 
games genres in esports are multiplayer online 
battle arena (MOBA), first-person shooter (FPS), 
fighting, card games, battle royals, and real-time 
strategy (RTS) [5]. Esports tournaments had 
always been between amateurs. However, in 
the late 2000s, its popularity surges when there 
is increasing in participation by professional 
gamers and spectatorship through live 
streaming [6]. In 2018, tournaments of esports 
games reached 380 million audiences, mostly 
made up of esports enthusiasts as reported in 
[7]. The report also stated that PUBG as the 
newly developed game contributed a lot to 
rising global growth in esports. 
 A corresponding need to evaluate tactics 
and anticipate behaviours has arisen in parallel 
with the rise of esports. This led to the emergence 
of esports analytics. Esports analytics can be 
defined as the process of using data relating to 
esports, primarily in order to find meaningful 
patterns and trends in behavioural data and use 
visualization tools to assist with the decision-
making process [8]. In esports analytics, 
win prediction has become the main focus, 
hence many analytical techniques have been 
developed to forecast the results [9]. 
 Machine learning is an application 
from Artificial Intelligence (AI) that has the 
capability of learning a set of data by itself and 
make models from the data sample to make a 
decision [10]. Technologies such as machine 
learning have become favourable in predicting 
the reliable outcome of esports games as it can 
provide useful information to plan strategies 
and tactics. Supervised learning which is a 
technique from the machine learning can 
trains a known set of input and output data 
to develop a predictive model which can be 
evaluated during testing [11], [12]. Supervised 
learning using a regression approach is used 
when the response data consists of continuous 
or real values such as for forecasting, time series 
modelling and finding the causal effect [12], 
[13]. There has been a lot of regression model 
that has been introduced such as regression tree 
(random forest), linear regression and support 
vector machine [14]–[16].
 There has been a lot of studies conducted 
using supervised learning on esports analytics 
as it is very useful in handling a complex 
task that involves large amounts of variables. 
However, the majority of the previous studies 
were focusing on other esports games such as 
Dota with different machine learning approach 
[17]–[19]. Other studies related to PUBG 
analytics have used a few different models such 
as light gradient boost machine, multilayer 
perceptron regression, and random forest [20], 
[21]. There has been a lack of research conducted 
on PUBG game analytics using the decision tree 
regression model technique.
 In this study, a large dataset that consists of 
29 variables including one continuous response 
requires a supervised learning approach using 
a regression model that can help in finding the 
patterns between input and output variables. 
Thus, this study aims to use the Decision Tree 
Regression model that could predict the PUBG 
player placement in matches based on several 
attributes of player’s performance. After that, the 
Regression Tree model will be analysed using 
the RMSE value which determines the most 
important attributes of a player’s performance 
in PUBG matches. Lastly, the performance of the 
modelled regression tree will be compared with 
other supervised learning based on the most 
important attributes of a player’s performance 
in PUBG matches. 
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This study uses the PUBG game stats from 
the Kaggle website [22], where it has already 
separated into a training set and testing set. As 
this study mainly focuses on identifying the 
most important features, only the training set 
will be used throughout this study. The data 
from the training set which consist of about 
4.5 million instances will be randomly selected 
into five sets, each has 6000 instances for faster 
computation. Each set consists of 29 features 
which include winning placement percentile 
as the target of prediction. Overall, the analytic 
procedures will be carried out using Regression 
Learner Apps which is available in MATLAB. 
Feature selection is a critical process during 
the analytical procedures to eliminate the 
least significant or insignificant attributes. The 
remaining features will be trained and continue 
to remove each attribute to see the performance’s 
changes until it produces the best performance 
model in term of RMSE value, containing a set 
of significant features. From the features set 
of the best model, the training process repeats 
using other regression models which are linear 
regression and support vector machine (SVM) 
to compare their results of RMSE value and 
training time with the regression tree model.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Sports Analytics
Sports analytics is the research and evaluation 
of competitive sports performance and 
tournaments using statistical methods [23]. 
There are three basic elements in sport analytic 
which are data mining, predictive models, and 
information systems. [24]. The purpose of sports 
analytics is to give information to the decision-
makers which are the coaches, trainers, and 
personal executives for them to develop tactics 
to gain advantages in sports competitions 
[24]. There are thousands of websites devoted 
to sports statistics' research and analysis and 
how these contribute to forecast outcome. 
FiveThirtyEight.com is one example that 
provides information about the upcoming 
game, series or season sports [25]. 
 There are several studies related to sport 
and game analytics that utilize the machine 
learning approach. For example, the work in 
[26] used few predictive machine learning 
models such as Gaussian naïve Bayes, support 
vector machine, random forest, and gradient 
boosting to determine the important factors 
that contribute to English Premier League 
Football match result. The data from 11 seasons 
of United Kingdom Football match results 
were used in this study and found that all the 
models obtained less predictive accuracy from 
bookmaker’s predictions. 
 Another study of sports analytics has 
conducted to predict the outcomes of the 
Indian Premier League on cricket game using 
multivariate regression and neural networks 
[27]. Overall, the recent studies focused on 
machine learning implementation instead 
of conventional statistical approaches in 
formulating and finding the pattern which is 
useful in increasing the athlete performance 
though sport analytic concept.
B. Esports Analytics
Esports can be different from sports in term of 
the outcome and interface [28]. Esports found 
to give an outcome in the virtual world and 
mediated by the human-computer interface, 
which is the electronic systems such as 
keyboard, mouse, sensors. In these recent years, 
esports has become a major international sport 
with millions of viewers [8]. 
 Recent work by [21] has almost the same 
objectives as this study which is to predict the 
PUBG game results. The authors have used the 
same dataset which is the PUBG dataset from 
Kaggle website [22]. They also have made some 
data engineering process to the dataset which 
is removing outliers and combined some of the 
features into one variable. In the research, they 
have used few machine learning techniques 
including linear regression, Lasso regression, 
Elastic net, Ridge regression and Stochastic 
Gradient Descent (SGD) regression. From all the 
regression models, the authors have selected a 
trained model using Ridge regression as the best 
model due to the lowest mean absolute error 
(MAE) value obtained from the model as the 
regression model can handle multicollinearity 
data very well. Furthermore, the study has used 
random forest algorithm and LightGBM model 
to train those data and have got their best MAE 
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value (MAE = 0.0204) by using the LightGBM 
technique.
 Another study has been made to 
predict the PUBG game matches outcome as 
presented in [29]. The authors have used the 
dataset from Kaggle as well. In this study, the 
authors used Weka software in the feature 
selection process to filter out insignificant 
attributes. On top of that, they have inserted 
new features to improve model performance. 
The new features are playerJoined, 
killsNorm, damageDealtNorm, heals And 
Boosts, totalDistance, boostsPerWalkDistance, 
healsPerWalkDistance, killsPerWalkDistance, 
healsAndBoostsPerWalkDistance and team. 
With the new features added combined with 
the existing dataset, they trained the dataset 
using various regression technique which are 
LightGBM Regression (Light Gradient Boosting 
Machine Regression), MultiLayer Perceptron, 
M5P and Random Forest. The models’ 
performances were measure in the MAE value 
and found LightGBM regression model as the 
best model with the lowest MAE value. 
C. Supervised Machine Learning: Regression Models
Machine learning is a part of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) where it works by training 
data fed by a human. The training process 
itself means giving a set of inputs data and 
also the expected outputs data [30]. From the 
training, machine learning will produce its 
model that will be used to map new data in 
the testing process. Machine learning can be 
classified into two major categories, which are 
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. 
In supervised learning, this method is useful 
for classification and regression types while 
unsupervised learning used for clustering data 
set. This study will be focusing on supervised 
machine learning to predict the correct response 
(predicted) in correspond with the input 
(features) trained to them [31], [32]. 
 The crucial part of the regression technique 
is feature selection or extraction which is to 
extract only useful information from the raw 
data. The feature selection is important to reduce 
the dimension of the dataset hence increase 
the model performance [31]. It also benefits in 
reducing training time and prevent overfitting 
as fewer data will reduce the model complexity. 
The performance of this machine learning can 
be evaluated by the prediction accuracy which 
equals the percentage of correct prediction 
divided by the total number of predictions.
D. Decision Tree Regression
One of the famous regression techniques is a 
decision tree. A decision tree is a hierarchical 
design that implements the divide-and-conquer 
approach. A regression tree deals with the 
prediction of a continuous response variable 
given the values of the predictors [33], [34]. 
This model is in the form of a tree structure built 
top-down from a root node that represents the 
entire learning set. The root node is partitioned 
homogeneously into branches and parent nodes 
based on the impurity measure. A parent node 
will further split into two child nodes and it will 
continue to split until a leaf node is constructed 
where there is no further split that can be made. 
A  node represents a subset of the predictor 
variable while the leaf node represents the 
numerical target [31]. 
 In this project, the decision tree will be 
used to observe the most significant attributes 
in predicting the player’s performance in PUBG 
matches.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The workflow for this study is based on the 
following Figure 2 which comprised of five 
steps explained further in several subsections.
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Fig. 2. Research methodology workflow 
 
A. Data Collection 
The PUBG dataset used in this study was obtained from 
Kaggle [22]. It contains a large number of anonymized PUBG 
game stats, formatted so that each row contains one player’s 
post-game stats. The dataset incorporates 29 variables, 
including the target class, the winning placement percentile 
where 1 corresponds to first place and 0 corresponds to the last 
place in the match. These include all features for solo, duo and 
squad mode and are aggregated across all regions. The dataset 
contains three variables with unique columns which are the ‘Id’, 
‘groupId’ and ‘matchId’, and one categorical variable which is 
the ‘matchType’. While other 25 variables were characterised 
as a double type of numerical values. The dataset provided by 
Kaggle was already divided into the training set and testing set 
in form of an excel file (.csv file). The only training set was 
used throughout this study as it only focuses on determining the 
influential features. The dataset variables and their descriptions 
are shown in Table I. 
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The training dataset which consists of 4.5 million instances 
will make the computation expensive and time consuming [35]. 
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A. Data Collection
The PUBG dataset used in this study was 
obtained from Kaggle [22]. It contains a large 
number of anonymized PUBG game stats, 
formatted so that each row contains one player’s 
post-game stats. The dataset incorporates 29 
variables, including the target class, the winning 
placement percentile where 1 corresponds to 
first place and 0 corresponds to the last place in 
the match. These include all features for solo, 
duo and squad mode and are aggregated across 
all regions. The dataset contains three variables 
with unique columns which are the ‘Id’, 
‘groupId’ and ‘matchId’, and one categorical 
variable which is the ‘matchType’. While other 
25 variables were characterised as a double type 
of numerical values. The dataset provided by 
Kaggle was already divided into the training 
set and testing set in form of an excel file (.csv 
file). The only training set was used throughout 
this study as it only focuses on determining the 
influential features. The dataset variables and 
their descriptions are shown in Table I.
B. Data Pre-processing
The training dataset which consists of 4.5 
million instances will make the computation 
expensive and time consuming [35]. Therefore, 
the training dataset was further divided into 
five small sets which are randomly selected and 
saved in a .csv file for five times repetitions. 
Each set contains 6000 different instances but 
with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version 
R2018b and saved in the workspace. For the 
data analysis step, Regression Learner App 
from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB 
was used. This built-in app can train regression 
models to make predictions using supervised 
machine learning. The first dataset was selected 
in a new session to start extracting its response 
and predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId 
and matchId have unique columns hence they 
were removed, as these predictors are not giving 
any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the 
models. For the validation scheme, 25 per cent 
of holdout validation was selected for faster 
training as it is recommended for large datasets. 
This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model 
from overfitting [37]. 
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TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles destroyed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predictor importance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 






Before the process of matchmaking the best 
predictors, all the p edictors were evaluated 
individually with the response. This phase 
was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predictor 
importance which later will assist in finding 
different combinations of predictors in order 
to get the list of most significant predictors. 
This step was performed by training the 
predictor one by one for all 25 features using 
the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in 
terms of R-squared value. In statistical analysis, 
R-squared is a measure of the proportion of 
variation of response explained by the predictor 
[38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can 
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show how well the data fit into the regression 
model or how strong is their relationships. In 
conventional statistics, the formula for finding 
the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1:
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles destroyed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predictor importance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were bserved and compared i  terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 





where SSE is the sum of squared errors of t  
actual data in the model, and SST refers to the 
total sum of squares [38].
 SSE and SST can also be defined as 
Equation 2 and Equation 3 respectively: 
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
pred ctors. Predictors suc  as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Va iable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDista ce Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles destroyed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This ph se was to observ  the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predict r importance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor ere observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total um of squares [38]. 
SSE nd SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of bserved 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that ses only one predic r, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The foc s of this study is to filter out the predic ors that are 
not releva t and insignificant to make predictions in th future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in pred ctio [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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instances but with the same variables. ll five datasets wer  
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 f atures were remaining for traini g the models. For the 
valid tion scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by team ates 
boosts Number of boosting items used
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum nu ber of enemy players killed in a short amount of ti e 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the atch 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints N mber of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles destroyed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predictor importance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
w s performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tre  m del. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared v lue. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simpl  me ning, R-squared c n show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a corr l ti  
features set which are th  features that have signific -
squared values, a d no-correlation features set whic  are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
perfor ed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defin d as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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i stances but with the same variables. All five da asets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the d ta analy is step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The firs  da aset 
was selected i  a new s s i n to star  ex ract ng it  response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, gr upId and matchId have 
unique columns h nc  they were removed, as thes  predictors 
are not giving a y informati n to the models [36]. Ther fore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
v l dation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout v l dation was 
selected for fas er training as it is recomm nded fo  large 
da asets. This v l dation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model fr m overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enem  players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enem  players nocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enem  players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
k llPoints Kills-based exte nal ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximu  number of enem  players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enem  players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enem  players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
m xPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number f groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
r vives Number of te mmates r vived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding v hicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enem  players killed while riding v h cl s
sw mDistance Total distance travelled by sw mming in meters 
teamKills Number of te m ates killed by this player 
v hicleDestroys Number of v hicles destroyed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
w Points Win-based exte nal ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placem nt perc ntile whic  is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
B for  the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors w re evaluated in ividually with the response. 
This phase was to o serve the c rel tion b twe n each 
predictor and target variable, or th  predictor importance which 
later will assist  finding different comb nations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training th  predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the r gression tree mod l. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the rop rti n of variati n of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simpl  meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the da a fit into the regression model r how strong is 
their relationships. In co ve tional stati tics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared err rs of the actu l data in the 
model, and SST efers to he total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be d fined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
wh  ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is th  m an of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, a d n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared valu  is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r b tween the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, a d no-correlation features set which are 
features with ze o or negative R-squared valu  were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filt r out th  predictors that are 
not relev t a d insignificant to mak  predictio s in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact o th  response. Featur  selection was 
performed on the PUBG da aset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared b tween 
different models which have different features comb nations. 
RMSE r root mean squa e error was beneficial i  int rpreting 
the accur cy of the mod l in pred ct on [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differ nces 
b tween the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is d fined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is th  predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the re ults value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed autom tically 
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instances but with th  am  va iables. All five datas ts were
import d nto MATLAB software versi n R2018b and sav d in 
the work pace. Fo  the d ta nalysis t p, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-i  app can train regression models to make 
predictio s us  sup rvi e  machine learning. T e first datas t 
wa  sel cted in a n w sessio  to start ext acting its response and 
pr ictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique c lumns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
validati n scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is commend d for large 
da asets. This v lid tio  me od h ps in examining t  
accuracy f the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Va iable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id t  identify a group in a m tch 
headshotKills Number f enemy players killed with headshots 
h als Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match ba d on the number of enemy players killed 
killPo ts Kills-based extern l ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longes Kill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuratio Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the ma ch
atchType Type of match mode played 
maxPl ce Worst placement in the match 
umGroups Number of groups in the match 
ra kPoints Number of points gained f r ranking 
r vives Numb  of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance trave led by riding v hicles in meters 
roadKills Numb rs of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDi tance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters
a Kills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicl s d stroyed 
w lkDistance Total di tance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
wi Poi ts Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning plac ment percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the proc ss of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors er evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to obs rve the cor elation between each 
predictor and target variable, or t  pred ctor importance which 
la er will ass st in inding diffe nt combinations of predictors 
i  order to get the list of mo t sign fican  predict rs.  This step 
was pe f rmed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
featur s using the regression tree model. The performances of 
very predicto  were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared valu . In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the roportion of variation of response explained by the 
r dictor [38], [39]. In a imple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well th  data fit in o the regression model or how strong is 
their rela onships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is t  sum of squared rrors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE nd SST c  also be def ned as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
wh re ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted valu , ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
F r a r gression that uses only one predictor, as what 
appen  during this phase, he R-squared value is equal to the 
squar  of he correlation oefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. Duri g this phase, a correlation 
set which are the features that have significant R-
squ red values, and no-co relation features set which are 
featu s with zero or n gative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
Th  f us of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not r levant and nsignificant o make predictions in the future 
outcome a d want to keep the r maining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
ol in Regr ssion L a ner App to choose any predictors to be 
ncluded in the mod l. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squ red values wer  observed and compared between 
diff rent models hich have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mea  square error was beneficial in interpreting 
th  accuracy of the mode  in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors n th  model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
St ti tically, RMSE s defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the p edict d value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In R gre sion Lear er App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATL B soft are version R2018b and sa d in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression odels to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique colu ns hence they w re removed, as these predictors
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Th r fore, 
25 features were re aining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damag Dealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-ba ed external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
atchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPl ce Worst placement in the match 
umGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistanc  Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKill  Numbers of enemy players killed while ridi g vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles destroy d 
walkDist nce Total distance travelled by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-bas d external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target variable, or the predictor importance which 
later will assist in fi ding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and co pared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a si ple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the su  of squared errors of the actual data in the 
m d l, and SST r fers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
w re ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression tha  uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during thi  phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relev nt and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and w nt to ke p the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
diff rent models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accura y of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in t mod l by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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n is the number of observations [39].
 For a r g ession that us s only on
predictor, as what happened during this phase, 
the R-squared value is equal to the square of the 
co relation coefficient, r between e predictor
and response [38], [39]. During t is phas , a 
correlation features set which are the features 
that have significant R-squared values, and no-
correlation features set which are features with 
zero or neg t ve R-squared v lue were obtai ed.
D. Feature Selection
The focus of this study is to filter out the 
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to make predictions in the future outcome 
an w t to k p the r maining pr dictors
who give the most impact to the response. 
Feature selection was performed on the PUBG 
datas t by using the feature sel ction tool
in Regression L arner App to choose any 
predictors to be included in the model. In this 
feature selection phase, RMSE and R-squared 
values were observed and compared between 
iff rent mo els which have different features 
combinations. RMSE or root mean square error 
was beneficial in interpreting the accuracy 
f th  odel in rediction [40]. RMSE value 
m asured the rors in the model by measuring 
th  differences between the predicted value and 
observed value [40]–[42]. Statistically, RMSE is 
defined as shown in Equation 4:
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance T tal distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy layers killed whil  riding vehicles 
swimDistanc  T tal distance travelled by swimming i  m ters 
teamKills N mber f teammates killed by this p ayer 
veh cleDestroys Number of ehicles destroy d
walkDistance T tal distance travelled by walking i  meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors wer  valuated individually with the response.
Th s p ase was to observ  the correlation between each
pr dicto  and target variable, or the predictor imp r ance which 
lat r will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
easured the errors in the m del by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and matchId have 
unique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features were remaining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
selected for faster training as it is recommended for large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the model and protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestKill The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst placement in the match 
numGroups Number of groups in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of enemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDistance Total dista ce travelled by swimming in meters 
te mKills Number of teammates killed by this player
vehicleDestroys Number of vehicles de royed 
walkDistance Total distance travelled by w lking in meter  
weaponsAcquir d Number f weapons picked up 
winPoints Win-based external ranking of playe s 
winPlacePerc Winning plac ent percentile whic  is the target of predict on 
 
C. Fe tur  Analysis 
B fore the pr c ss of matchmaking the b st predictors, all
the predictors wer  evaluated individually with the re pons . 
This phase was to observe the c rr latio  between each 
predictor and target var able, or the predictor importance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This tep 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of response explained by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
model, and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
th  accuracy of the odel in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in th  model by m asuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed va ue [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown i  Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB software version R2018b and saved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regression Learner 
App from the machine learning toolbox in MATLAB was used. 
This built-in app can train regression models to make 
predictions using supervised machine learning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new sessi  to start extracting its response and 
predictors. Predictors such as Id, groupId and m tchId have 
u ique columns hence they were removed, as these predictors 
are not giving any information to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 features w r  rema ning for training the m dels. For the 
validati n schem , 25 per ce t of holdout validati n as 
selected for fa er training as it is recommended f r large 
datasets. This validation method helps in examining the 
accuracy of the mod l and protect the model f om overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. THE DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this play r but were killed by teammates 
boosts Number of boosting items used 
dam geDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number of enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotKills Number of enemy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match bas d on the number of enemy players killed 
killPoints Kills-based external ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
long stKill T  longest distance t at nemy play rs kill
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
maxPlace Worst pl cement in the match 
numGrou s Number of groups in the m tch 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by ridin  vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers f nemy players killed while ridi g vehicles 
swimDistance Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by thi  pl yer 
vehicleDestroy  Number of vehicles destroyed 
walkDistance Tot l distance travell d by walking in meters 
weaponsAcquired Number of w a ns p d p 
winP in s Win-bas d ext rnal ranking of play rs 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Featu e Analysis 
Before the process of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predictors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase as to observe the correlation between each 
pred ctor and targ t variable, or the redic r impo tance which 
later will assist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by training the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared value. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportion of variation of resp n e expla n d by the 
predictor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit into the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In conventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
wh SSE is the sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
m del, a d SST refers to the total sum of squar s [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectivel :  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 − ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖)2  
 
wh re ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is t  predicted value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
v lu , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
happened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
square of the correlation coefficient, r betw en the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features set which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with zero or negative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want to keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
performed on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
tool in Regression Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included in the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
measured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
between the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 




𝒊𝒊=𝟏𝟏   
 
 
where ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number f observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values a d RMSE values were computed automatically 
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instances but with the same variables. All five datasets were 
imported into MATLAB softwar  version R2018b and aved in 
the workspace. For the data analysis step, Regress on Le rner 
App from the ma hin  l arning toolb x in MATLAB was used.
This built-in app can train regression models to ke 
pr dictions using upervised machine earning. The first dataset 
was selected in a new session to start xtracting its resp s  and 
predictors. Predictors such as I , groupId and matchId have
unique column  hence they were removed, as thes  predictors 
are not giving any inf rmation to the models [36]. Therefore, 
25 f atur s w re r maining for training the models. For the 
validation scheme, 25 per cent of holdout validation was 
sel ted for faster tr ining as it is recommended or l ge 
datasets. This validation method helps in xamining the 
accuracy of the model a d protects the model from overfitting 
[37].  
 
TABLE I. TH  DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES IN PUBG DATASET  
FROM KAGGLE [22] 
 
Variable name Description 
assists Number of enemy players damaged by this player but were killed by teammates 
boo ts Number of boosting items used 
damageDealt Total number of damages dealt with enemy players 
DBNOs Number f enemy players knocked 
groupId Id to identify a group in a match 
headshotK lls Number of e emy players killed with headshots 
heals Number of healing items used 
Id Player’s id 
killPlace Ranking in match based on the number of enemy players killed 
illP ints Kills-based ex ernal ranking of players 
killStreaks Maximum number of enemy players killed in a short amount of time 
kills Number of enemy players killed 
longestK l The longest distance that enemy players killed 
matchDuration Duration played in a match in seconds 
matchId Id to identify the match 
matchType Type of match mode played 
axPlace Worst plac ment in the match 
n mGroups Number of group  in the match 
rankPoints Number of points gained for ranking 
revives Number of teammates revived by this player 
rideDistance Total distance travelled by riding vehicles in meters 
roadKills Numbers of nemy players killed while riding vehicles 
swimDista ce Total distance travelled by swimming in meters 
teamKills Number of teammates killed by this player 
vehicleDestroys Number of v hicles destroyed 
walkDi ta ce Total distanc  travelled by walking in met rs 
weaponsAcquired Number of w apons picked up 
winPoints Win-based xternal ranking of players 
winPlacePerc Winning placement percentile which is the target of prediction 
 
C. Feature Analysis 
Before the pro ess of matchmaking the best predictors, all 
the predic ors were evaluated individually with the response. 
This phase was to observe the correlation between each 
predictor and target var able, or the predictor importance which 
later will as ist in finding different combinations of predictors 
in order to get the list of most significant predictors.  This step 
was performed by tr ining the predictor one by one for all 25 
features using the regression tree model. The performances of 
every predictor were observed and compared in terms of R-
squared val e. In statistical analysis, R-squared is a measure of 
the proportio  of variation of response explained by the 
pr di tor [38], [39]. In a simple meaning, R-squared can show 
how well the data fit i to the regression model or how strong is 
their relationships. In c nventional statistics, the formula for 
finding the R-squared value is as follows in Equation 1: 
 
𝑅𝑅2 = 1 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
 
 
where SE is th sum of squared errors of the actual data in the 
ode , and SST refers to the total sum of squares [38]. 
SSE and SST can also be defined as Equation 2 and Equation 
3 respectively:  
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wh re ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predict value, ?̅?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the mean of observed 
value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 i  the o served value, and n is the number of 
observations [39]. 
For a regression that uses only one predictor, as what 
h ppened during this phase, the R-squared value is equal to the 
squar  of the correlation coefficient, r between the predictor 
and response [38], [39]. During this phase, a correlation 
features s t which are the features that have significant R-
squared values, and no-correlation features set which are 
features with z ro or gative R-squared value were obtained. 
 
D. Feature Selection 
The focus of this study is to filter out the predictors that are 
not relevant and insignificant to make predictions in the future 
outcome and want t  keep the remaining predictors who give 
the most impact to the response. Feature selection was 
perform d on the PUBG dataset by using the feature selection 
t l in Regress on Learner App to choose any predictors to be 
included i the model. In this feature selection phase, RMSE 
and R-squared values were observed and compared between 
different models which have different features combinations. 
RMSE or root mean square error was beneficial in interpreting 
the accuracy of the model in prediction [40]. RMSE value 
easured the errors in the model by measuring the differences 
betwe n the predicted value and observed value [40]–[42]. 
Statistically, RMSE is defined as shown in Equation 4: 
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w ere ?̂?𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the predicted value, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is the observed value and n 
is the number of observations [40]–[42]. 
In Regression Learner App, all the results value such as R-
squared values and RMSE values were computed automatically 






t  observed value and n is the mber of
observations [40]–[42].
 In Regression Learner App, all the results 
value such as R-squared values and RMSE 
values were computed automatically after 
training the mode s nd wer  displayed on the 
results box as shown in Figure 3. This app also 
c mputed other statistical performances such 
as mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared 
rror (MSE), prediction speed and the training 
time. However, this study used tw  statistical 
values which were RMSE and R-squared values 
t  c mpare iffer nt rained m dels. 
 I itially, a regression tree model was 
tr ined by using all pred ctors which were 
25 predictors to set a benchmark for the 
implified model. The model was trained 
using all regression tree types, which are fine 
tree, medium tree and coarse tree. The highest 
performance of the r gression mod l tr e type 
which has the lo est RMSE value was selected 
to train models afterwards. In identifying 
which features are the m st significant, the new 
regression t ee model was trained by removing 
the features one-by-one, from the weakest 
correlated variable which has the least value 
of individual R-squared until the strongest 
corr lated v ri bl  which h s the most val  of 
individual R-squared. A new benchmark was set 
when the model obtained the smallest value of 
RMSE after removing one predictor. However, 
when the model had a higher RMSE value after 
removing one predictor, the predictor was kept 
in the next round. These rules were followed 
for every predictor until it met the stopping 
criteria which were removing predictor with 
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the highest R-squared value. The model with 
the lowest RMSE value and its features set was 
recorded as the most significant features set. All 
the steps during data pre-processing, feature 
analysis and feature selection were performed 
for all dataset which is dataset 1 until dataset 5.
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as shown in Figure 3. This app also computed other statistical 
performances such as mean absolute error (MAE), mean 
squared error (MSE), prediction speed and the training time. 
However, this study used two statistical values which were 
RMSE and R-squared values to compare different trained 
models.  
Initially, a regression tree model was trained by using all 
predictors which were 25 predictors to set a benchmark for the 
simplified model. The model was trained using all regression 
tree types, which are fine tree, medium tree and coarse tree. The 
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afterwards. In identifying which features are the most 
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removing the features one-by-one, from the weakest correlated 
variable which has the least value of individual R-squared until 
the strongest correlated variable which has the most value of 
individual R-squared. A new benchmark was set when the 
model obtained the smallest value of RMSE after removing one 
predictor. However, when the model had a high r RMSE value 
after removing one predictor, the predictor was kept in the next 
round. These rules were followed for every predictor until it met 
the stopping criteria which were removing predictor with the 
highest R-squared value. The model with the lowest RMSE 
value and its features set was recorded as the most significant 
features set. All the steps during data pre-processing, feature 
analysis a d feature selection were performed for all dataset 
which is dataset 1 until dataset 5. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The results box displayed the computed statistical performance 
obtained after training the models. 
 
E. Regression Models 
All the datasets and their set of significant features were 
trained using the regression tree model. The best regression tree 
model with the highest performance was exported to the 
workspace.  
Every dataset may result differently and not precise because of 
different instances in all datasets. To get a better comparison, 
all datasets were trained using the set of features from other 
datasets obtained during the feature selection phase earlier. For 
example, new regression tree models of dataset 2 until dataset 
5 were trained using the significant features set from dataset 1. 
This method was repeated by using another significant feature 
set from dataset 2, dataset 3, dataset 4 and dataset 5. 
Another comparison made was by comparing the regression 
tree models with another regression technique which were the  
linear regression and support vector machine (SVM). Every 
dataset and its own set of significant features were trained using 
these two regression models instead of the regression tree 
model. All linear regression types which are linear, interactions 
linear, robust linear and stepwise linear were trained and the 
best-performed model was selected. Similarly, all SVM model 
types which are linear SVM, quadratic SVM, cubic SVM, fine 
Gaussian SVM, medium Gaussian SVM and coarse Gaussian 
SVM were trained and was selected as the best model. 
The performances of models were recorded in RMSE and its 
training time. All these comparison steps were performed by 
using the same app which is the Regression Learner App in 
MATLAB as this app provides various regression techniques to 
be trained. This method also used the same validation scheme 
which was 25 per cent of holdout validation. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 
A. Feature Analysis Results 
Figure 4 – Figure 8 shows the R-squared values of the 
regression tree model trained using individual predictors versus 
response (winPlacePerc) obtained from dataset 1, dataset 2, 
dataset 3, dataset 4 and dataset 5. From the figures, it was 
clearly shown that ‘walkDistance’ attribute has obtained the 
highest R-squared value which ranged between 0.7 and 0.8 
while the ‘killPlace’ attribute ranked as the second-highest R-
squared value, ranged in between 0.6 and 0.7. It means that 
‘walkDistance’ explained about 70-80% of the variance in the 
model while ‘killPlace explained 60-70%. In most statistical 
analysis, it was explained that the closest the R-squared value 
to 1, the better the relationship between the independent 
variable and the dependent variable (response) [38], [39]. Some 
researchers use the rule of thumb to interpret the R-squared 
value. According to the rule, R-squared higher than 0.3 is 
considered as a strong relationship, R-squared value between 
0.1 and 0.2 is moderate, while less than 0.1 is a weak 
relationship [43]. In other words, a high R-squared value 
indicates that the predictor provides high information to the 
response while zero or low R-squared value means that they 
have no or less information. 
There were few inconsistencies in these results where some 
of the predictors have a weak relationship, meaning they have 
R-squared value higher than 0 in the certain dataset, but have 
no relationship or zero R-squared value in other datasets. For 
example, ‘winPoints’ and ‘rankPoints’ attributes do not 
correlate dataset 2 but they appeared to have some or least 
significant to the response in dataset 1. These dissimilarities 
may cause by the missing values hence effecting inaccurate 
results [44]. According to these figures, there are also negative 
R-squared values. The ‘matchDuration’ attribute recorded 
negative R-squared value (-0.1 to 0 range) in all datasets. 
However, most statistics books or previous researches obtained 
0 to 1 R-squared value instead of negative values. The negative 
value may be due to the regression sum squared error greater 
than the mean value [38]. 
 
Fig. 3. The results box displayed the computed statistical 
perf rma ce ob ained after raining the models.
E. Regression Models
All the datasets and their set of significant 
features were trained using the regression tree 
model. The best regression tree model with 
the highest performance was exported to the 
workspace. 
 Every dataset may result differently and 
not precise because of different nstances in all 
datasets. To get a better comparison, all datasets 
were trained using the set of features from other 
datasets obtained during the feature selection 
phase earlier. For example, new regression tree 
models of dataset 2 until dataset 5 were trained 
using the significant features set from dataset 
1. This method was repeated by using another 
significant feature set from dataset 2, dataset 3, 
dataset 4 and dataset 5.
 Another comparison made was by 
comparing the regression tree models with 
another regression technique which were the 
linear regression and support vector machine 
(SVM). Every dataset and its own set of 
significant features were trained using these 
two regression models instead of the regression 
tree  model. All linear regression types which 
are linear, interactions linear, robust linear 
and stepwise linear were trained and the best-
performed model was selected. Similarly, 
all SVM model types which are linear SVM, 
quadratic SVM, cubic SVM, fine Gaussian SVM, 
medium Gaussian SVM and coarse Gaussian 
SVM were trained and was selected as th  be t 
model.
 The performances of models were 
recorded in RMSE and its training time. All 
these comparison steps were performed by 
using the same app which is the Regression 
Learner App in MATLAB as this app provides 
various regression techniques to be trained. This 
method also used the same validation scheme 
which was 25 per cent of holdout validation.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Feature Analysis Results
Figure 4 – Figure 8 shows the R-squared 
values of the regression tree model trained 
using individual predictors versus response 
(winPlacePerc) obtained from dataset 1, dataset 
2, dataset 3, dataset 4 and dataset 5. From the 
figures, it was clearly shown that ‘walkDistance’ 
attribute has obtained the highest R-sq ared 
value which ranged between 0.7 and 0.8 while 
the ‘killPlace’ attribute ranked as the second-
highest R-squared value, ranged in between 0.6 
and 0.7. It means that ‘walkDistance’ explained 
about 70-80% of the variance in the model while 
‘killPlace explained 60-70%. In most statistical 
analysis, it was explained that the closest the 
R-squared value to 1, the better the relationship 
between the independent variable and the 
dependent variable (response) [38], [39]. Some 
researchers use the rule of thumb to interpret 
the R-squared value. According to the rule, 
R-squared higher than 0.3 is considered as a 
strong relationship, R-squared value between 
0.1 and 0.2 is moderate, while less than 0.1 is a 
weak relationship [43]. In other words, a high 
R-squared value indicates that the predictor 
provides high information to the response while 
zero or low R-squared value means that they 
have no or less information.
 There were few inconsistencies in these 
results where some of the predictors have a weak 
relationship, meaning they have R-squared 
value higher than 0 in the certain dataset, but 
have no relationship or zero R-squared value 
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in other datasets. For example, ‘winPoints’ 
and ‘rankPoints’ attributes do not correlate 
dataset 2 but they appeared to have some or 
least significant to the response in dataset 1. 
These dissimilarities may cause by the missing 
values hence effecting inaccurate results [44]. 
According to these figures, there are also 
negative R-squared values. The ‘matchDuration’ 
attribute recorded negative R-squared value 
(-0.1 to 0 range) in all datasets. However, most 
statistics books or previous researches obtained 
0 to 1 R-squared value instead of negative 
values. The negative value may be due to the 
regression sum squared error greater than the 
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B. Feature Selection Results 
The set of significant features are shown in Table II below 
which were trained using the regression tree models. This 
method managed to reduce the dataset features from 25 to 7 
(dataset 1, dataset 2), and from 25 to 8 (dataset 3, dataset 4, 
dataset 5). The similarities in all dataset are ‘DBNOs’, 
‘killPlace’, ‘kills’, ‘matchDuration’, and ‘walkDistance’ 
attributes. The ‘rideDistance’ and ‘boosts’ attributes appeared 
to be significant in three datasets from five, hence it can be 
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 Fig. 7. R-squared value of individual predictors versus 
WinPlacePerc in dataset 4
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B. Feature Selection R sults
The set of significant featu es are shown in 
Table II below which were trained using the 
regression tree models. Th s method m naged 
to reduce the dataset features fro  25 to 7 
(dataset 1, dataset 2), and from 25 to 8 (dataset 
3, dataset 4, dataset 5). The similarities in 
all dataset are ‘DBNOs’, ‘killPlace’, ‘kills’, 
‘matchDuration’, and ‘walkDistance’ attributes. 
The ‘rideDistance’ and ‘boosts’ attributes
appeared to be significant in three datasets from 
five, hence it can be assumed to be a significant 
attribute in winning the PUBG game. 
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 Surprisingly, some of the strong correlated 
features during feature analysis such as ‘heals’ 
attribute was n t ncluded in the significant 
features set while some of the weakly 
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correlated features such as ‘DBNOs’ has better 
significant to the model. On top of that, the 
‘matchDuration’ attribute which has a negative 
R-squared value in all datasets during feature 
analysis was found to be in the significant 
features list. The combination of predictors 
that are statistically significant but have low 
R-squared value is because the predictors have 
high variability around the regression line, 
while at the same time the high variability data 
may have a significant trend that provides some 
information about the response.
 The performances of every dataset trained 
using those significant features set are presented 
in Table III. The results of applying the feature 
selection method indicate that this method can 
reduce the datasets dimensionality as well as 
the models’ performance. By comparing the 
models before applying and after applying 
feature selection, there are decrements in the 
RMSE values. According to [41], there is no 
absolute value or specific range to determine 
the good or bad RMSE value. However, in 
statistical books, the lower the RMSE value 
indicates the better fit or better prediction to 
the model [40], [41]. Therefore, the RMSE value 
from the original model (all features) was set 
as the upper limit. By referring to Table III, the 
RMSE values for all datasets are lower than the 
upper limit after applying the feature selection 
method indicated that the models have been 
improved with a lesser number of features. This 
means some of the features are not giving any 
impact in determining the game results. While 
the R-squared value did not improve much and 
cannot be compared and interpreted very well.
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indicates the better fit or better prediction to the model [40], 
[41]. Therefore, the RMSE value from the original model (all 
features) was set as the upper limit. By referring to Table III, 
the RMSE values for all datasets are lower than the upper limit 
after applying the feature selection method indicated that the 
odels have b en improv d with a lesser number of fe tures. 
This means some of the features are not giving any impact in 
determining the game results. While the R-squared value did 
not improve much and cannot be compared and interpreted very 
well. 
 
TABLE III.   PERFORMANCE RESULTS FROM THE FEATURE SELECTION 
PROCESS 
Dataset All features After feature selection 
RMSE R-squared RMSE R-squared 
1 0.11659 0.86 0.11323 0.87 
2 0.12179 0.85 0.11700 0.86 
3 0.11631 0.85 0.11414 0.86 
4 0.11628 0.85 0.11534 0.86 
5 0.11910 0.85 0.11383 0.86 
 
C. Regression Tree Models Results 
From the models in the feature selection method, a decision 
tree regression diagram was illustrated. A full decision tree 
diagrams were formulated from dataset 1, dataset 2, dataset 3, 
dataset 4, and dataset 5. To get a clearer view, the decision tree 
model was pruned to 110 levels by setting the pruning level in 
the regression tree viewer in MATLAB. The example of a 
simplified decision tree from dataset 3 is illustrated in Figure 9. 
Based on the figure, the ‘walkDistance’ attribute is on the 
topmost node which is the root node, indicates the most 
significant predictor in the dataset [45]. 
 
 
Fig. 9.  Simplified decision tree diagram with pruning level of 110 in dataset 1 
Another comparison was made to justify the results in the 
feature selection phase by comparing the model performances 
when training the significant features set from other datasets. 
The model performances in terms of RMSE value are presented 
in the lines graph shown in Figure 10 and the RMSE values are 
tabulated in Table IV, for all datasets. 
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When all datasets trained using feature set 1 and feature set 
2, they will get the same results of RMSE values because of the 
same variables in those feature set. However, on average, all 
datasets obtained higher RMSE value when training with 
features set from other datasets rather than when training with 
their own significant feature set. For example, dataset 1 only 
obtained the best model when training with its own feature set, 
but the RMSE value became increases when trained with other 
models. This happens to the other datasets where they only 
became the most fitted model when trained with their own 
feature set.   
The increments in the RMSE value means that some of the 
predictors are happened to be significant in a certain dataset 
only. It may cause by an unbalanced dataset where some of the 
datasets may contain stats from bots (robots, character 
controlled by computer), AFK (away from keyboard) players, 
hackers and cheaters players. These stats will disrupt the model 
in terms of accuracy. For instances, the cheaters might kill the 
enemies a lot by headshot which will make the dataset appeared 
to have ‘headshotKills’ as the significant attribute in winning 
the game. However, when this attribute is trained using other 
datasets that have not cheater stats, it will appear insignificant 
or less significant to the model. Therefore, it is wise to remove 
the bad stats that can interrupt the model accuracy. 
Another comparison was made between regression models 
which are the regression tree, linear regression and SVM model 
C. Regression Tree Models Results
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formulated from dataset 1, dataset 2, dataset 3, 
dataset 4, and dataset 5. To get a clearer view, 
he decision tree model was pruned to 110 levels 
by setting the pruning level in the regression 
tree viewer in MATLAB. The example of 
a simplified decision tree from dataset 3 is 
illustrated in Figure 9. Based on the figure, 
the ‘walkDistance’ attribute is on the topmost 
node which is the root node, indicates the most 
significant predictor in the dataset [45].
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Another comparison was made to justify the results in the 
feature selection phase by comparing the model performances 
when training the significant features set from other datasets. 
The model performances in terms of RMSE value are presented 
in the lines graph shown in Figure 10 and the RMSE values are 
tabulated in Table IV, for all datasets. 
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When all datasets trained using feature set 1 and feature set 
2, they will get the same results of RMSE values because of the 
same variables in those feature set. However, on average, all 
datasets obtained higher RMSE value when training with 
features set from other datasets rather than when training with 
their own significant feature set. For example, dataset 1 only 
obtained the best model when training with its own feature set, 
but the RMSE value became increases when trained with other 
models. This happens to the other datasets where they only 
became the most fitted model when trained with their own 
feature set.   
The increments in the RMSE value means that some of the 
predictors are happened to be significant in a certain dataset 
only. It may cause by an unbalanced dataset where some of the 
datasets may contain stats from bots (robots, character 
controlled by computer), AFK (away from keyboard) players, 
hackers and cheaters players. These stats will disrupt the model 
in terms of accuracy. For instances, the cheaters might kill the 
enemies a lot by headshot which will make the dataset appeared 
to have ‘headshotKills’ as the significant attribute in winning 
the game. However, when this attribute is trained using other 
datasets that have not cheater stats, it will appear insignificant 
or less significant to the model. Therefore, it is wise to remove 
the bad stats that can interrupt the model accuracy. 
Another comparison was made between regression models 
which are the regression tree, linear regression and SVM model 
Fig. 9.  Simplified decision tree diagram with pruning level 
of 110 in dataset 1
 Another comparison was made to justify 
the results in the feature selection phase by 
comparing the model performances when 
training the significant features set from other 
datasets. The model performances in terms of 
RMSE value are presented in the lines graph 
shown in Figure 10 and the RMSE values are 
tabulated in Table IV, for all datasets.
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When all datasets trained using feature set 1 and feature set 
2, they will get the same results of RMSE values because of the 
same variables in those feature set. However, on average, all 
datasets obtained higher RMSE value when training with 
features set from other datasets rather than when training with 
their own significant feature set. For example, dataset 1 only 
obtained the best model when training with its own feature set, 
but the RMSE value beca e increases when trained with other 
models. This happens to the other datasets where they only 
became the most fitted model when trained with their own 
feature set.   
The increments in the RMSE value means that some of the 
predictors are happened to be significant in a certain dataset 
only. It may cause by an unbalanced dataset where some of the 
datasets may contain stats from bots (robots, character 
controlled by computer), AFK (away from keyboard) players, 
hackers and cheaters players. These stats will disrupt the model 
in terms of accuracy. For instances, the cheaters might kill the 
enemies a lot by headshot which will make the dataset appeared 
to have ‘headshotKills’ as the significant attribute in winning 
the game. However, when this attribute is trained using other 
datasets that have not cheater stats, it will appear insignificant 
or less significant to the model. Therefore, it is wise to remove 
the bad stats that can interrupt the model accuracy. 
Another comparison was made between regression models 
which are the regression tree, linear regression and SVM model 
 
 When all datasets trained using feature 
set 1 and feature set 2, they will get the same 
results of RMSE values because of the sam  
variables in those f atur  set. However, on 
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average, all datasets obtained higher RMSE 
value when training with features set from 
other datasets rather than when training with 
their own significant feature set. For example, 
dataset 1 only obtained the best model when 
training with its own feature set, but the RMSE 
value became increases when trained with other 
models. This happens to the other datasets 
where they only became the most fitted model 
when trained with their own feature set.  
 The increments in the RMSE value means 
that some of the predictors are happened to 
be significant in a certain dataset only. It may 
cause by an unbalanced dataset where some of 
the datasets may contain stats from bots (robots, 
character controlled by computer), AFK (away 
from keyboard) players, hackers and cheaters 
players. These stats will disrupt the model in 
terms of accuracy. For instances, the cheaters 
might kill the enemies a lot by headshot 
which will make the dataset appeared to have 
‘headshotKills’ as the significant attribute in 
winning the game. However, when this attribute 
is trained using other datasets that have not 
cheater stats, it will appear insignificant or less 
significant to the model. Therefore, it is wise 
to remove the bad stats that can interrupt the 
model accuracy.
 Another comparison was made between 
regression models which are the regression 
tree, linear regression and SVM model using the 
significant feature set in each dataset, where the 
models’ performances were tabulated in Table 
V below in RMSE values. Based on the results, 
SVM models achieved lower RMSE values in 
all datasets than the regression tree and linear 
regression model. Some linear regression 
models have better performances than the 
regression tree model in dataset 2, dataset 3 and 
dataset 5. 
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using the significant feature set in each dataset, where the 
models’ performances were tabulated in Table V below in 
RMSE values. Based on the results, SVM models achieved 
lower RMSE values in all datasets than the regression tree and 
linear regression model. Some linear regression models have 
better performances than the regression tree model in dataset 2, 
dataset 3 and dataset 5.  
 
TABLE V. RMSE VALUES OBTAINED FROM THREE REGRESSION MODELS IN 
EACH DATASET 
Dataset RMSE values 
Regression tree Linear regression Support vector 
machines (SVM) 
1 0.11323 0.11888 0.11158 
2 0.11700 0.11496 0.10431 
3 0.11414 0.10625 0.09372 
4 0.11534 0.11777 0.10041 
5 0.11383 0.10865 0.10052 
 
Table VI shows the comparison of training speed between 
the three regression models. SVM model has the longest 
training time among those three models while the decision tree 
is the fastest prediction model. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the SVM model has the most accuracy in predictions 
between these models, however, in terms of training time, the 
regression tree model wins in this comparison. A regression tree 
is more flexible in training large data due to faster prediction 
speed while training using the SVM model is very time-
consuming. 
 
TABLE VI. THE TRAINING TIME OF THREE REGRESSION MODELS IN EACH 
DATASET 
Dataset Training time (s) 
Regression tree Linear regression Support vector 
machines (SVM) 
1 8.50 150.78 504.53 
2 8.33 143.21 420.15 
3 9.10 191.20 628.31 
4 7.97 155.92 554.20 
5 8.94 166.39 541.11 
V. CONCLUSION 
This research has managed to accomplish the desired objective. 
The decision tree regression has been successfully modelled 
during the feature analysis and feature selection process where 
all the datasets were trained using the regression tree model to 
find the list of significant features using the Regression Learner 
App in MATLAB. The tree regression model using the RMSE 
value was later achieved during the feature selection process 
that assists in determining the most important attributes of the 
player’s performance in PUBG matches. Several regression 
models based on the RMSE performance was compared and 
fully accomplished during the regression model phase where 
three regression models which are regression tree, linear 
regression and support vector machine (SVM) were trained.   
After investigating the regression tree technique to build the 
prediction model using the different combination of features 
from feature selection methods, the important attributes in 
winning the PUBG games are ‘boosts’, ‘DBNOs’, ‘killPlace’, 
‘kills’, ‘matchDuration’, ‘rideDistance’ and ‘walkDistance’, 
where ‘walkDistance’ denoted as the most important attributes 
among them. After reducing some of the variables, there was a 
decrement in the RMSE value, meaning the model is improved. 
Although more features in the model will result in a higher 
performance theoretically, this study proves that the reduction 
in features causes a more effective model and better 
performances. This research has analysed and discussed the 
performances of different significant features sets on a dataset.  
This study also has trained those significant features sets 
using three different regression models. The support vector 
machine (SVM) has the highest performance and better 
prediction model than the regression model and linear 
regression model. However, it is faster to train the model using 
a decision tree model and it is also easier to interpret the model. 
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using the significant feature set in each dataset, where the 
models’ performances were tabulated in Table V below in 
RMSE values. Based on the results, SVM models achieved 
lower RMSE values in all datasets than the regression tree and 
linear regression model. Some linear regression models have 
better performances than the regression tree model in dataset 2, 
dataset 3 and dataset 5.  
 
TABLE V. RMSE VALUES OBTAINED FROM THREE REGRESSION MODELS IN 
EACH DATASET 
Dataset RMSE values 
Regression tree Linear regression Support vector 
machines (SVM) 
1 0.11323 0.11888 0.11158 
2 0.11700 0.11496 0.10431 
3 0.11414 0.10625 0.09372 
4 0.11534 0.11777 0.10041 
5 0.11383 0.10865 0.10052 
 
Table VI shows the comparison of training speed between 
the three regression models. SVM model has the longest 
training time among th se three models while the decision tree 
is the fastest prediction model. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the SVM model has the most accuracy in predictions 
between these models, however, in terms of training time, the 
regression tree model wins in this comparison. A r gression tree 
is more flexible in training large data due to faster prediction 
speed while training using the SVM model is very time-
consuming. 
 
TABLE VI. THE TRAINING TIME OF THREE REGRESSION MODELS IN EACH 
DATASET 
Dataset Training time (s) 
Regression tree Linear regression Support vector 
machines (SVM) 
1 8.50 150.78 504.53 
2 8.33 143.21 420.15 
3 9.10 191.20 628.31 
4 7.97 155.92 554.20 
5 8.94 166.39 541.11 
V. CONCLUSION 
This research has managed to accomplish the desired objective. 
The decision tree regression has been successfully modelled 
during the feature analysis and feature selection process where 
all the datasets were trained using the regression tree model to 
find the list of significant features using the Regression Learner 
App in MATLAB. The tree regression model using the RMSE 
value was later achieved during the feature selection process 
that assists in determining the most important attributes of the 
player’s performance in PUBG matches. Several regression 
models based on the RMSE performance was compared and 
fully accomplished during the regression model phase where 
three regression models which are regression tree, linear 
regression and support vector machine (SVM) were trained.   
After investigating the regression tree technique to build the 
prediction model using the different combination of features 
from feature selection methods, the important attributes in 
winning the PUBG games are ‘boosts’, ‘DBNOs’, ‘killPlace’, 
‘kills’, ‘matchDuration’, ‘rideDistance’ and ‘walkDistance’, 
where ‘walkDistance’ denoted as the most important attributes 
among them. After reducing some of the variables, there was a 
decrement in the RMSE value, meaning the model is improved. 
Although more features in the model will result in a higher 
performance theoretically, this study proves that the reduction 
in features causes a more effective model and better 
performances. This research has analysed and discussed the 
performances of different significant features sets on a dataset.  
This study also has trained those significant features sets 
using three different regression models. The support vector 
machine (SVM) has the highest performance and better 
prediction model than the regression model and linear 
regression model. However, it is faster to train the model using 
a decision tree model and it is also easier to interpret the model. 
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V. CONCLUSION
This re earch has m naged to accomplish th  
desired objective. The decision tree regression 
as been successfully modelled during the 
feature analysis a d feature selection process 
where all the datasets were trained using 
 r e sion tr e model to find the list of 
significant features using the Regression 
Learner App in MATLAB. The tree regression 
model using the RMSE value was later chieved 
during the feature selection process that assists 
in determining the most important attributes 
of the player’s performance in PUBG matche . 
Several regression models based on the 
RMSE performance was compared and fully 
accomplished during the regression model 
phase where three regression models which are 
regression tree, linear regression and support 
vector machine (SVM) were trained.  
 After inv stigating the regr ssion tre  
technique to build the prediction model using the 
different combination of features from feature 
selection methods, the important attributes 
in winning the PUBG games are ‘boosts’, 
‘DBNOs’, ‘killPlace’, ‘kills’, ‘matchDuration’, 
‘rideDistance’ and ‘walkDistance’, h re 
‘walkDistance’ de oted as the most important 
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attributes among them. After reducing some 
of the variables, there was a decrement in the 
RMSE value, meaning the model is improved. 
Although more features in the model will result 
in a higher performance theoretically, this study 
proves that the reduction in features causes a 
more effective model and better performances. 
This research has analysed and discussed the 
performances of different significant features 
sets on a dataset. 
 This study also has trained those 
significant features sets using three different 
regression models. The support vector machine 
(SVM) has the highest performance and better 
prediction model than the regression model and 
linear regression model. However, it is faster to 
train the model using a decision tree model and 
it is also easier to interpret the model.
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